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Recent years have seen new general notions of contextuality emerge. Most of these employ context-
independent symbols to represent random variables in different contexts. As an example, the opera-
tional theory of Spekkens [1] treats an observable being measured in two different contexts identically.
Non-contextuality in this approach is the impossibility of drawing ontological distinctions between
identical elements of the operational theory. However, a recent collection of work seeks to exploit
context-dependent symbols of random variables to interpret contextuality [2, 3]. This approach
associates contextuality with the possibility of imposing a particular joint distribution on random
variables recorded under different experimental contexts. This paper compares these two different
treatments of random variables and highlights the limitations of the context-dependent approach as
a physical theory.
I. INTRODUCTION
Contextuality in quantum mechanics (QM) refers to
the dependence of measurement results for specific ob-
servables upon the experimental arrangement being used
to measure that observable [4]. Although contextuality
has been part of the conceptual framework of QM for
decades, recent literature has attempted to arrive at a
deeper understanding of this subtle concept. For exam-
ple, Abramsky and Brandenburger [5] unify the concepts
of nonlocality and contextuality using sheaf theory, Ca-
bello et al. [6] use a graph theoretical approach to model
contextuality, and Ac´ın et al. [7] construct a general con-
textuality model using the combinatorics of hypergraphs
which generalises both the sheaf and graph theoretical
approaches. Importantly to the argument mounted here,
in 2005, Spekkens [1] generalized the standard treatment
of contextuality in QM to arbitrary operational theo-
ries, which allows for the identification of contextuality
in theory-independent frameworks.
Thus, a wide range of results are providing insights
about this key physical phenomenon. However, each uses
different mathematical structures and notations, and it
is essential that we start to construct connections be-
tween them to improve our understanding of contextual-
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ity. Here we formally compare Spekkens’ generalized no-
tion of contextuality with a recent competing generalized
notion of contextuality called Contextuality-by-Default
(CbD) [2, 3], which exploits context-dependent symbols
of random variables to interpret contextuality.
In Spekkens’ approach, contextuality is defined as the
non-existence of a statistically equivalent description at
the ontological level for operationally equivalent proce-
dures. However, in an actual experiment, it is not possi-
ble to attain exact operational equivalence [8]. To solve
this problem, Mazurek et al. [8] suggest a general method
which considers equivalences not between the procedures,
but certain convex combinations of them. Interestingly,
an inexact operational equivalence can also be achieved
using the CbD notation. We show here that this is a
result of the context-dependent symbols of random vari-
ables. However, we will show that this different realiza-
tion of random variables does not provide a clear defini-
tion of ontic states. We also indicate that for a system
satisfying non-signaling and no-disturbance conditions,
CbD should convert back to the normal representation
of random variables to satisfy the expected behaviour of
that system.
In Section II we will briefly introduce the operational
approach of Spekkens and the CbD approach. This is fol-
lowed by comparison of these two approaches in Section
III. Section III A demonstrates how a different definitions
of probability space and random variables in the CbD ap-
proach lead to an inexact operational equivalence. Sec-
tion III B investigates the differences between these two
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2approaches for concepts like parameter independence and
non-signaling conditions. And finally, Section III C eval-
uates the CbD approach using a cyclic example of con-
textuality.
II. PRELIMINARIES
A. Spekkens’ approach
In Spekkens’ approach [1], two preparation procedures
are operationally equivalent (P w P ′) if:
p(k|M,P ) = p(k|M,P ′) for all M. (1)
Similarly, two measurement events are operationally
equivalent ([k|M ] w [K ′|M ′]) if:
p(k|M,P ) = p(k′|M ′, P ) for all P. (2)
Spekkens defines noncontextualty based on the defini-
tion of operational equivalence as:
Definition 1 An ontological model is preparation non-
contextual if we can represent every preparation procedure
independent of context:
P w P ′ ⇒ µP (λ) = µP ′(λ) ∀λ ∈ Λ, (3)
And the model is measurement noncontextual if we can
represent every measurement event independent of con-
text:
[k|M ] w [K ′|M ′]⇒ ξλ(k|M) = ξλ(k|M ′) ∀λ ∈ Λ. (4)
B. Contextuality-by-default
Contextuality-by-Default (CbD) [2, 3, 9] exploits con-
textual random variables to formalize contextuality. In
this approach, random variables which we call double ran-
dom variables are represented using double indexing (e.g.
acq), where q represents an observable (a physical prop-
erty that we measure) and c indicates a context of that
measurement. In this model, a system of random vari-
ables comprises stochastically unrelated “bunches”, each
of which is a set of jointly distributed random variables
which have the same context. The term “stochastically
unrelated” is used to indicate that there is no joint dis-
tribution for the random variables when each random
variable belongs to a different bunch.
The CbD approach defines contextuality as the impos-
sibility of imposing a joint distribution on stochastically
unrelated bunches. This imposed distribution is named
a “maximally connected coupling” [10] which will be ex-
plained in more detail in Section III C.
III. COMPARING THE APPROACHES
We can start to see how the assumptions of the CbD
approach subtly differ from those in the physics com-
munity with a consideration of previous work in the
foundations of quantum physics. For example, Shimony
[11] defines a probability distribution pλ(a|A) (similar to
ξλ(a|A) in Spekkens’ notation) on the set of ontic states
in Bell’s experiment, pointing to the impossibility of con-
structing a joint probability for non-commuting observ-
ables A1 and A2. This is similar to what CbD defines as
stochastically unrelated for two random variables a
(A1,B1)
A1
and a
(A2,B1)
A2 . However, in the CbD method, two random
variables a
(A1,B1)
A1 and a
(A1,B2)
A1 are defined as stochastically
unrelated as well, a situation for which there is no coun-
terpart in Shimony’s approach. We will now proceed to
compare the CbD approach with that of Spekkens.
A. Merely close to operationally equivalent
Contextuality can emerge from non-commutativity of
quantum observables, where the corresponding random
variables of the non-commuting observables cannot be
treated in a classical probability theory, since they can-
not have a value at the same time. However, the CbD
approach can be considered as a model within the frame-
work of Kolmogorovian probability theory [9, 12]. As
de Barros et al. [13] state, to define the double ran-
dom variables, we need a separate probability space for
each possible context. Thus, we have a random variable
aji : Ωj → Ei (For simplicity, from now on we will use
aji instead of a
cj
qi , where subscripts i indicate different
observables and j indicate different contexts). Here, E
is a certain set of possible values and Ω is a probability
space. As an example, for the observable A1 in Bell’s
experiment, Ω can be related to one of the two possible
contexts {A1,B1} and {A1,B2}.
This consideration of different probability spaces or dif-
ferent random variables for only one observable in differ-
ent contexts is not allowed within the definition of mea-
surement contextuality suggested by Spekkens. In his
model, the measurement procedures which admit contex-
tuality on the ontological level are operationally context-
independent. This was explained by Simmons et al. [14]:
... the same notation is used for the objects in
the first place, as a context-independent sym-
bol is all that is needed to calculate probabili-
ties. However there is no formal argument to
be made that these elements which are oper-
ationally context-independent should also be
ontologically context-independent... (p.2)
The double indexing notation associates e.g. two
random variables a
(A1,B1)
A1 and a
(A1,B2)
A1 with the observ-
able A1, where each different random variable is de-
fined based on a different probability space. Substituting
3these two random variables instead of the two outcomes
in the operational equivalence equation (2), we obtain:
p(a
(A1,B1)
A1 |{(A1,B1)}, P ) = p(a
(A1,B2)
A1 |{(A1,B2)}, P ).
This does not completely match with the original def-
inition of operational equivalence. Mazurek et al. [8]
describe this new equation as: “merely close to opera-
tionally equivalent”.
B. Signaling conditions
CbD suggests a measure of contextuality for both the
case of signaling and non-signaling [10]. In this section
we will focus on constraints for signaling (the Parameter
independence (PI) and non-signaling conditions [15–17]),
investigating their possible representation using the CbD
notation
First, consider two stochastically unrelated random
variables a
(A1,B1)
A1 and a
(A1,B2)
A1 . At a superficial level, we
may assume that the PI condition for each ontic state λ is
satisfied if ξλ(a
(A1,B1)
A1 |A1,B1) = ξλ(a
(A1,B2)
A1 |A1,B2). But
we cannot check the validity of this representation since
the CbD approach does not have a clear position about
the ontic state. Kujala et al. [2] discuss the existence of
joint distribution and its relation to a hidden variable λ:
The existence of a joint distribution of several
random variables is equivalent to the possibil-
ity of presenting them as functions of a single,
hidden variable λ.
But this fails to provide a more specific definition of pre-
cisely how the contexts of the double indexed random
variables relate to λ. In contrast, in the operational ap-
proach, a joint distribution can be reproduced by averag-
ing response functions ξλ(k|M) for different ontic states
λ, where each ξλ(k|M) is a function of λ.
Unlike the PI condition, the non-signaling condition is
expressed independently of the ontic state λ. This pro-
vides an opportunity to precisely explore the meaning
of this condition in CbD and compare it with other ap-
proaches. In Table I, we represent the joint probability
distributions of Bell’s experiment using the CbD nota-
tion. This table shows that double indexing can pre-
serve the original meaning of non-signaling only when
it reduces to the standard noncontextual representation
of random variables. As an example, the probability of
aA1 = +1 is independent of the setting for measurement
in the other side of the experiment if p1 + p2 = p3 + p4.
As a result of this equality, two random variables a
(A1,B1)
A1
and a
(A1,B2)
A1 have the same distribution for the same value
of +1, or in other words, they have the same representa-
tion (ai). de Barros et al. [13] use the term “consistently
connected” for the general form of non-signaling (or no-
disturbance). This condition implies:
Definition 2 A system consisting of random variables
aji is consistently connected if a
j
i ∼ aj
′
i for every ob-
servables i ∈ {1, ...,m} that belong to different contexts
A1,B1 a(A1,B1)B1 = +1 a
(A1,B1)
B1 = −1
a
(A1,B1)
A1 = +1 p1 p2
a
(A1,B1)
A1 = −1 p5 p6
A1,B2 a(A1,B2)B2 = +1 a
(A1,B2)
B2 = −1
a
(A1,B2)
A1 = +1 p3 p4
a
(A1,B2)
A1 = −1 p7 p8
A2,B1 a(A2,B1)B1 = +1 a
(A2,B1)
B1 = −1
a
(A2,B1)
A2 = +1 p9 p10
a
(A2,B1)
A2 = −1 p13 p14
A2,B2 a(A2,B2)B2 = +1 a
(A2,B2)
B2 = −1
a
(A2,B2)
A2 = +1 p11 p12
a
(A2,B2)
A2 = −1 p15 p16
TABLE I. The joint probability distributions for Bell’s exper-
iment using the double indexing scenario.
j, j′ ∈ {1, ..., n}, this notation means ai has the same
distribution in both contexts j and j′. Alternatively this
relation is denoted by Pr[aji = a
j′
i ] = 1.
Kujala et al. [2] consider CBD as an extended notion
of contextuality that allows for inconsistent connected-
ness (Signaling). There are other approaches that relax
the non-signaling condition in the Bell experiment; for
example, Brask and Chaves [18] suggest novel causal in-
terpretations of the CHSH violation allowing communi-
cation between two sides of an experiment. Their casual
structures can simulate quantum and non-signaling cor-
relations. However, it is not possible to compare such
approaches with CbD, since it not clear how to translate
the double random variables and their possible relation
with ontic states into these casual structures.
C. A cyclic contextuality example
Kujala et al. [2] single out a category of contextual
systems with binary random variables and denote them
as a cyclic class. In this class, each context (or bunch)
includes exactly two observables, and each observable is
measured in exactly two contexts. The number of ob-
servables and the number of contexts are equal to each
other and called the rank (n) of the system. The cyclic
system of rank 2 forms the simplest contextual scenario
in the CbD approach, which is equivalent to the order
effect of projective measurements in QM.
It is a common belief that we need at least three mea-
surements to derive the simplest scenario of contextual-
ity in QM [19, 20]. This scenario is designed based on
Specker’s example of contextuality [21], which requires
three bivalent measurements {M1,M2,M3} that can be
measured jointly in pairs but not all at once (i.e. as a
triple). In QM, this constraint on the triplewise joint
measurement can be attained using three bivalent non-
orthogonal measurements (POVMs), for which joint mea-
surability does not imply commutativity [22].
4Here, we focus only on the classical version of Specker’s
scenario, since the CbD notation does not discuss sce-
narios where measurements are non-orthogonal. For this
scenario, we assume that the system is consistently con-
nected (See definition 2). This means that the associated
random variable of a measurement such as M1 must have
the same distributions in two contexts {M1,M2} and
{M1,M3}. This can be represented as p1 + p2 = p5 + p6
for the probabilities in Table II.
Bunch 1 a
(M1,M2)
M2
= 0 a
(M1,M2)
M2
= 1
a
(M1,M2)
M1
= 0 p1 = 0 p2 = 0.5
a
(M1,M2)
M1
= 1 p3 = 0.5 p4 = 0
Bunch 2 a
(M2,M3)
M3
= 0 a
(M2,M3)
M3
= 1
a
(M2,M3)
M2
= 0 p9 = 0 p10 = 0.5
a
(M2,M3)
M2
= 1 p11 = 0.5 p12 = 0
Bunch 3 a
(M1,M3)
M3
= 0 a
(M1,M3)
M3
= 1
a
(M1,M3)
M1
= 0 p5 = 0 p6 = 0.5
a
(M1,M3)
M1
= 1 p7 = 0.5 p8 = 0
TABLE II. Three bunches in the CbD representation of
Specker’s scenario.
Moreover, Specker’s scenario requires that the anti-
correlation condition be satisfied. Dzhafarov et al. [23]
present this condition as:
Pr[a
(Mi,Mj)
Mi
= −a(Mi,Mj)Mj ] = 1, i, j ∈ {1, 2, 3}. (5)
Table III suggests a possible representation of
Specker’s scenario using the CbD notation. Here, we as-
sume aj
′
i = a
j
i for any measurement i in two different con-
texts j and j′. Therefore, two random variables a(M1,M2)M1
and a
(M1,M3)
M1
take the same value (e.g. 1). We represent
these valuations with horizontal hatching in their corre-
sponding cells. Because of the anti-correlation condition
in each pairwise joint measurement, a
(M1,M2)
M2
should be 0.
Furthermore a
(M2,M3)
M2
is 0 as well, since it belongs to the
same measurement M2, which are represented by vertical
hatching. Continuing this argument, we will reach a con-
tradiction for the value of a
(M2,M3)
M3
which is represented
by the grid hatching.
a
(M1,M2)
M1
a
(M1,M2)
M2
{M1,M2}
a
(M2,M3)
M2
a
(M2,M3)
M3
{M2,M3}
a
(M1,M3)
M1
a
(M1,M3)
M3
{M1,M3}
M1 M2 M3
TABLE III. Specker’s scenario. The horizontal axis represents
three measurements and the vertical axis indicates three con-
texts. The six random variables which can take values {0, 1}
are represented by horizontal and vertical hatchings. The
raised contradiction is a proof of contextuality which is rep-
resented by the grid hatching.
However, this argument seems not to be matched by
the CbD approach since the equality aj
′
i = a
j
i violates
the double indexing assumption. Instead of this argu-
ment, Dzhafarov et al. [23] use the concept of coupling
to investigate the existence of contextuality in Specker’s
scenario:
Definition 3 A coupling of a set of random variables
a1, ..., an is any jointly set of random variables b1, ..., bn
such that a1 ∼ b1, ..., an ∼ bn.
They claim that the system is contextual since there is
no maximally connected coupling for the system. In their
model, connection is defined as a set of random variables
(such as: a1i , ..., a
j
i ) with the same observable i. And
the maximality for the coupling of a system of random
variables is defined as [9]:
Definition 4 let a1i , ..., a
j
i be a connection of a system
of random variables, an associated coupling b1i , ..., b
j
i is a
maximal coupling if Pr(b1i = ... = b
j
i ) has the the largest
value between all possible couplings. If all the couplings
related to the connections of that system are maximal cou-
plings, then the main coupling of the system is maximally
connected.
We will show that this approach reduces to the above
argument (in Table III), since it also requires the equality
aj
′
i = a
j
i . This equality is concluded from the consistently
connected (no-disturbance) condition.
The maximal couplings of three possible connections
are constructed in Table IV. There is a restriction to
construct a maximally connected coupling based on the
three maximal couplings. As illustrated in Figure 1, it
is not possible to have a coupling in which all probabil-
ities are achieved together and be compatible with the
probabilities in the bunches and connections. In this pic-
ture, if we associate 0 to the random variable S11 , then
S12 should be 1 because of the anti-correlation condition.
Moving clockwise we reach the connection 2, in which
two random variables S12 and S
2
2 should take a same value
and a same distribution because of the consistently con-
nected condition. By moving further clockwise, we will
reach a contradiction for the value of S11 in the connec-
tion 1. This restriction on construction of the maximally
connected coupling is the proof of the contextuality.
This proof considers an equality between two random
variables of each connection: aj
′
i = a
j
i . This is similar to
what we described earlier for the case of non-signaling,
where the double indexing notation was reduced to the
standard noncontextual representation of random vari-
ables. Here, if we ignore the double indexing scenario, we
can remove the three imaginary connections in Figure 1,
and convert the CbD notation to the standard represen-
tation of Specker scenario. This demonstrates that CbD
adds extra complexity to the modelling of scenarios like
Specker’s, without adding new insights to contextuality.
The other cyclic system of rank 3 in the CbD ap-
proach is associated with Leggett-Garg (LG) inequality
5Coupling 1 T
(M1,M3)
M1
= 0 T
(M1,M3)
M1
= 1
T
(M1,M2)
M1
= 0 0.5 0
T
(M1,M2)
M1
= 1 0 0.5
Coupling 2 T
(M2,M3)
M2
= 0 T
(M2,M3)
M2
= 1
T
(M1,M2)
M2
= 0 0.5 0
T
(M1,M2)
M2
= 1 0 0.5
Coupling 3 T
(M1,M3)
M3
= 0 T
(M1,M3)
M3
= 1
T
(M2,M3)
M3
= 0 0.5 0
T
(M2,M3)
M3
= 1 0 0.5
TABLE IV. Three maximal couplings of the three connections
in the CbD representation of Specker’s scenario.
FIG. 1. S is a possible maximally connected coupling for the
Specker scenario.
[24]. CbD considers a similar structure to Specker’s sce-
nario for LG inequality but without the anti correlation
condition [9]. As a result, CbD can interpret the viola-
tion of this inequality as contextuality. However, further
research is required to find the exact interpretation of
micro-realism in this approach.
Although the CbD approach can relate bunches to
empirical meanings, the coupling itself has no empirical
meaning. Dzhafarov and Kujala [9, p. 11] declare that
the coupling is merely a mathematical process: “If the
bunches are assumed to have links to empirical observa-
tions, then the couplings can be said to have no empir-
ical meaning. A coupling forms a base set of its own,
consisting of itself”. This makes it impossible to gener-
ally compare the meaning of contextuality in the CbD
approach with the other approaches of contextuality in
physics. However, in this section we provided mathemat-
ical comparisons for a cyclic example.
IV. CONCLUSION
Mazurek et al. [8] suggest an experimental test based
on Spekkens operational approach for real situations of
inexact operational equivalence. Here, we compared the
Spekkens’ approach with the CbD notation which can
also lead to an inexact operational equivalence. This
comparison provides a new angle to study the opera-
tional approach and would help us to unify our under-
standings of contextuality. This comparison also helps
us to evaluate the CbD approach and highlight its limi-
tations. In that regard, we demonstrated that there is no
clear relation between the double indexing notation and
ontic states. We also highlighted that there is no em-
pirical meaning for the coupling process of these random
variables. We mainly explained that the identification of
random variables does not add anything to the meaning
of contextuality for the systems satisfying non-signaling
and no-disturbance conditions (e.g., Specker scenario).
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